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Forever & Always Jewels
Forever & Always Jewels offers beautiful ring
collections & sets.
It has affordable & unique jewelry for men &
women which let your personality shine through
its unique designs, there is literally something for
everyone.
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Products

Sterling Silver Rings

Fashion Jewelry

Tungsten Rings

Titanium Rings

Wedding Rings

Cubic Zirconia Rings

What we offer

Expert friendly service

Huge collection

Wide range of sizes

Outstanding value

Unique and Romantic

Free luxury gift box
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Click the icons to connect

HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER

1. Visit the office located at Unit 16 Collisium Business Hub
Harare Show Grounds.

2. A 50% deposit is required to place an order on the item/s.
3. Orders are custom made and take 21 days to be ready for

collection.

• We are happy to deliver via FedEx at an additional
cost dependent on your location.

YOU CAN ALSO TAP ON ORDER OR BUY NOW
TO CONNECT WITH US

@Forever & Always Jewels

https://www.facebook.com/incbridal
https://www.instagram.com/forever_and_always_jewels/
https://youtube.com/channel/UC_fBAonPJvROeqzqVupwC_Q
https://youtube.com/channel/UC_fBAonPJvROeqzqVupwC_Q


"Wearing Jewelry on the Day Name Ending with Y Is the Sign, That
You Have Good Jewelry Collection."

#bridalincquotes@Forever & Always Jewels



A delightful duo for modern couples, Love His & Hers
Engagement Ring Set includes two beautiful rings to
celebrate your commitment to each other. For her, a sterling
silver ring with a dazzling solitaire and tiny crystal
embellishments to create a show stopping display of beauty.
For him, an 8mm titanium band with beveled edges for
comfort and sleek brushed detailing for a high-end feel.

The Just Married 3-Piece His & Hers Couple Ring Set offers
incredible value for money. Handcrafted and beautifully
presented in one of our exclusive luxury gift boxes, the set
includes a classically styled 7mm titanium wedding band for
the groom, and a matching bridal set for the bride.

Seal your union in style with the Together Forever His &
Hers Wedding Ring Set. A stunning couples ring set for
modern brides and grooms, it includes a striking 8mm
Tungsten Wedding Band for him, and a simulated diamond
encrusted engagement ring and matching wedding band
for her.

Code: 243
Price: $300

Code: 334
Price: $280

Code: 425
Price: $275

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

His and Hers Set - Titanium/Sterling Silver Wedding

Engagement Couple Rings Set

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Are you looking for something that shows your
compatibility as husband and wife? You won’t be
disappointed by the Mine and Yours Bridal Set, which has
been thoughtfully designed with mirrored elements so that
you can both wear the same style at the same time as soon
as you’ve said “I do”.

3 Piece His & Hers Wedding Ring Set 8mm Titanium Wedding
Band for Him .Grooms ring engraved with ‘I Love You’ on the
inside 925 Sterling Silver Engagement Ring for Her Presented
in a luxury gift box

.

Perfectly Matched His & Hers Sapphire Couples Wedding
Ring Set Premium Blue Sapphire Cubic Zirconia & Clear
Simulated Diamonds 3 Ring Set Men’s Ring: Titanium 6mm
Band Women’s Rings: 925 Sterling Silver Presented in a
luxury gift box

Code: 392
Price: $300

Code: 242
Price: $250

Code: 601

Price: $300

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

His and Hers Set - Titanium/Sterling Silver Wedding

Engagement Couple Rings Set

@Forever & Always Jewels
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3 piece His & Hers Wedding Ring Set 8mm Titanium Wedding
Band for Him Grooms ring engraved with ‘I Love You’ on the
inside 925 Sterling Silver Engagement Ring for Her Presented
in a luxury gift box

Handcrafted in premium materials, the Filigree His & Hers
Wedding Ring Set will lend a touch of luxury to your wedding
day, and every day thereafter. The set includes two wedding
rings, a beautiful ornate sterling silver wedding ring for her
with cubic zirconia embellishments, and a sleek titanium
wedding band for him with brushed detailing. Hallmarked for
authenticity, these matching wedding bands are an
investment.

2 Piece His & Hers Wedding Ring Set 7mm Titanium Wedding
Band for Him Grooms ring engraved with ‘I Love You’ on the
inside 925 Sterling Silver Engagement Ring for Her Presented in
a luxury giĜ box

Code: 600
Price: $280

Code: 602
Price: $300

Code: 187
Price: $275

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

His and Hers Set - Titanium/Sterling Silver Wedding

Engagement Couple Rings Set

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Men's Tungsten Wedding Band Engraved with ‘I Love
You

The Two Hearts Tungsten Wedding Ring for Men is an
outstanding piece of jewellery with romantic connotations.
Styled to complement both large and smaller hands, this
comfort fit band features an 8mm profile, beveled edges, and
both brushed and polished detailing.

Double-Groove Wedding Band

Our Gold Stripe Men’s Tungsten Wedding Band - 8mm lets
you benefit from a unique and stylish way to rock wedding
jewelry. Everything about its design screams fashion, from
a brushed texture to a duo of gold-plated grooves. A
combination of traditional gold and contemporary
tungsten textures is a mark of a rakish gentleman.

Brushed Tungsten Wedding Ring with Black Interior
With its brushed exterior and black ion-plated interior, the
Enchanted Tungsten Carbide Wedding Band for Men is an
exceptional piece of jewellery. Modern, minimalistic, and
distinctly masculine, it features a comfort fit band with an
impressive 8mm profile

Code: 550
Price:$190N
OW

Code:409
Price: $185

Code: 408
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Men's Sterling Silver Inlay Tungsten Carbide Wedding
Ring

A contemporary piece of jewellery with artistic flair, this
Men’s Tungsten Wedding Band features a beautiful Sterling
Silver Braided Inlay, that adds texture and dimension to the
minimalistic design.

Adonis Men's Sterling Silver Ring

If you feel that more is most definitely more when it comes
to high fashion jewellery, the Adonis Silver Ring for Men
belongs in your jewellery collection. Bold, beautiful, and
impeccably styled to look like a million dollars, this ring
demands attention with its dazzling brilliant cut cubic
zirconia centerpiece and intricately carved band.

Mens Tungsten Wedding Band Ring with Blue
Interior

Our Treasured Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring for Men is
the epitome of understated luxury. Handcrafted in tungsten
carbide, one of the hardest materials used in jewellery
making today, it will not bend or scratch; making it an
investment piece of modern gents who lead active lifestyle.

Code: 448
Price: £225

Code: 2487
Price: $215

Code:536
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Wedding Band Ring - Engraved with I Love You

Subtle sophistication for modern grooms, the Special Secrets
Brushed Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring for Men is the
epitome of understated style. Expertly handcrafted in
tungsten carbide, a metal recognised worldwide for its
strength and durability, this heavyweight band features the
classic comfort fit design, sleek brushed detailing, and highly
polished edges for just a hint of contrast.

Wedding Comfort Fit Band Ring

Tungsten Carbide
Brushed finish
Comfort fit
4mm band

Meteorite Wedding Eternity Ring

If you are looking for a designer inspired wedding band,
something to separate yourself from the crowds, look no
further than this Bespoke 6mm Tungsten Carbide Wedding
Ring with Meteorite. Crafted to a standard of perfection, this
fabulous ring is made from the finest tungsten precious
metals, shaped to complement both feminine and masculine
hands, and designed to last a lifetime.

Code: 556
Price: $175

Code: 268
Price: $180

Code: 356
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Tungsten Band Ring With Blue Carbon Fibre &
Meteorite Inlay

The ring is crafted of heavyweight tungsten with polished
finish. Separate yourself from the crowd with this unique
ring.

• Tungsten Carbide
• Blue Carbon Fibre and Created Meteorite Inlay
• Polished Finish
• 8mm band

Tungsten Carbide (engraved '' I LOVE YOU '' )

Featuring a unique weave design, the Entwined Tungsten
and Blue Carbon Wedding Ring will make a standout
addition to your wedding day. Designed for both ladies and
men's, this 6mm wedding band d is made from the finest
tungsten carbide, one of the hardest materials available
today, and beautifully embellished with a weaved blue
carbon inlay that shimmers seductively beneath a fine layer
of jewelers resin

Zebra Wood Inlay Men's Tungsten Carbide Band Ring

The ring is crafted of heavyweight tungsten with polished
finish
• Tungsten Carbide
• Zebra wood Inlay
• Width: 8mm
• Highly Polished Finish

Code: 470
Price : $180

Code: 443
Price: $185

Code: 439
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Celtic Dragon Fashion Ring 6mm Wedding Band

Inspired by the Celtic Dragon, a sacred mythical creature that
symbolizes magic and power, the Pendragon Tungsten Celtic
Dragon Wedding Band is the perfect choice for patriotic
grooms. Expertly handcrafted in tungsten carbide, a resilient
precious metal that is up to four times harder than titanium, it
features a Celtic Dragon inlay set behind a fine layer of
protective jewellers resin. Bevelled edges add the finishing
touch to this outstanding 6mm Celtic wedding ring.

Exotica Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring

Dare to be different with the Exotica Tungsten Carbide
Wedding Ring. A sensational piece of jewellery for modern
grooms, it is made in the finest quality materials, polished
to perfection by skilled goldsmiths, and beautifully
presented with a fine layer of jewellers resin to ensure it
retains its eye-catching appearance for many years to
come.

I LOVE YOU Tungsten Wedding Engagement Ring With Red
Carbon Inlay-Unisex

The Bewitched Tungsten Carbide and Red Carbon Fibre
Wedding Band is a mesmerising piece of jewellery for
modern brides and grooms. It is made from tungsten
carbide, a material recognised worldwide for its strength and
durability, and it features a red and black weaved carbon
fibre inlay that gives it a real designer feel. The inlay is
protected with a fine layer of jewellers resin, and we’ve
finished the band with bevelled edges for comfort.

Code: 438
Price: $225

Code: 383
Price: $225

Code: 468
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Blue Tungsten Carbide Engagement 4MMWedding
Band

The Bands of Love Tungsten Wedding Band features a classic
4mm band with sleek bevelled edges for comfort. Highly
polished, it shines just like white gold, adding sophisticated
shimmer to any outfit. A blue ion inlay, set within brushed
detailing, adds a pop of colour and contrast to this designer
wedding band, which is adored by brides and grooms alike.

Tungsten Carbide Silver Meteorite Wedding Band

The Celestial Dream Wedding Band is made from tungsten
carbide, one of the strongest materials used in jewellery
making today. The 4mm band features bevelled edges, a
polished silver finish, and a dazzling manmade meteorite inlay
for just a hint of sophisticated sparkle.

Mens TungstenWedding Band 8mm with Blue/ Green
Opal Inlay

Colour your world with the Cyan Tungsten Wedding Band
with Blue-Green Opal Inlay. The ultimate wedding ring
choice for modern grooms, it is made from premium
precious metals, enhanced with an eye-catching blue-green
inlay, and presented in a designer gift box ready to delight
that special man in your life.
So much more than just a wedding band, the Cyan Tungsten
and Opal Ring will make an outstanding gift for any
occasion.

Code: 480
Price: $175

Code: 481
Price: $175

Code:393
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Abalone Shell Inlay Unisex Tungsten Band Ring -6mm

Handcrafted in tungsten carbide, one of the toughest precious
metals used in jewellery making today, the Seascape Tungsten
& Abalone Wedding Ring for mens/Unisex is made to last. A
stunning ring for someone who like to stand out in the crowd,
it features a classic 6mm wedding band with a colourful
abalone shell inlay in shades of blue and green. Sealed with
jewellers resin to protect the inlay, it is an investment piece that
will retain its natural beauty for many years to come.

Wedding Comfort Fit Band Ring

As a sign of strength, power, and eternal commitment, black
wedding rings, such as the Dark Black Tungsten Carbide
Wedding Band, remain one of this season’s biggest wedding
trends. Adored by brides and grooms alike, they coordinate
effortlessly with any outfit, complementing tailored workwear,
weekend casuals, and sports attire with ease.

Mens Black Tungsten Ring 8mm Engraved I Love You
Classic Wedding Engagement Comfort Fit Band Ring

Made in Tungsten Carbide, one of the toughest materials
known to man, the Devotion ‘I Love You’ Black Wedding
Ring. The comfort fit band features a raised centre with
elegant brushed detailing, and it is engraved on the inside
with the words, I LOVE YOU. The perfect choice for romantic
grooms, it shares a secret that only you and your beloved will
ever know.

Code:473
Price: $175

Code:430
Price: $185

Code: 402
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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I LOVE YOU Tungsten Wedding Engagement Band Ring
With Blue Carbon Inlay

With its bright blue inlay and highly polished finish, the Hitched
Tungsten and Blue Carbon Wedding Ring is an extraordinary
piece of jewellery for modern couples who are looking for
something a little bit different. Handcrafted to a standard of
perfection, it features a wide 8mm band, smooth bevelled
edges, and an eye-catching weaved carbon inlay finished in the
most glorious shade of blue.

8mm Tungsten Rose Gold And Black Men's Ring

The ring is crafted of heavyweight tungsten with brushed
finish . Tungsten Rings are the most wear-resistant available on
the planet. Tungsten is about 10 times harder than 18K Gold, 5
times harder than tool steel,and 4 times harder than
titanium. Separate Yourself From The Crowds With Forever &
Always Jewels

Grey Silver Bushed 4mm Wedding Band Eternity Ring

A modern wedding ring with designer appeal, the 50 Shades
Tungsten Carbide Wedding Band is a two-tone delight. The
exterior has a sophisticated brushed silver finish, while the
interior is presented in a darker shade of graphite grey for
contrast. A fabulous piece of fashion for modern brides and
grooms, it is made in super-strength tungsten carbide,
finished in eye-catching shades of silver and grey

Code: 547
Price: $195

Code: 469
Price: $180

Code:471
Price: $170

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Mens Black Tungsten Carbide Engagement Ring
Wedding Band

A modern wedding band for modern men, the Modern
Romance Black Tone Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring
supersedes all expectations. This beautiful eye-catching
awesome Black Tone Tungsten men's Ring with Looks and feels
way more than it cost. The ring is crafted of heavyweight
tungsten with a highly polished finish . Tungsten Rings are the
most wear-resistant available on the planet.

Blue Carbon Inlay Mens Scratch Resistant Tungsten
Carbide Wedding Band Ring

Make a style statement with the In To Blue Tungsten Carbide
Wedding Ring for Men. Favored by discerning gents for its
impeccable detailing, the In To Blue Wedding Ring features a
shimmering silver-toned tungsten band with beveled edge
detailing and a high polish shine. Luxurious yet affordable, this
two-tone masterpiece will make an outstanding addition to
your wedding day and a versatile addition to
your jewellery box.

Tungsten Carbide Wedding Engagement Band Rin

Celebrate your union in style with the Ringleader Brushed
Tungsten Wedding Ring. A popular choice for both brides
and grooms, this minimalistic masterpiece features a classic
6mm band with bevelled edges, a comfort fit interior, and a
stripe of brushed detailing that wraps around the finger for
maximum visual impact.

Code:3351
Price: $195

Code: 1018
Price: $185

Code:3352
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Bevelled Edge Black Tungsten 4mm Classic Wedding
Band Ring

Beautifully handcrafted in tungsten carbide, a material
comparable to titanium in terms of strength, our Beloved Black
Wedding Ring is an outstanding piece of jewellery for modern
brides and grooms who are looking to break away from
tradition and showcase their unique sense of style. Robust,
hardwearing, and unisex in design, this black tungsten wedding
band is made to last a lifetime.

Red Carbon Inlay Tungsten Carbide Ring

Are you looking for a contemporary wedding ring to
complement your unique sense of style? Look no further than
the Modern Love Tungsten & Carbon Wedding Band by Best
to Have. A modern masterpiece for on-trend grooms, it is
made from durable tungsten carbide and beautifully
embellished with a woven carbon fibre inlay in black and red.
A touch of protective jewellers resin adds the finishing touch.

Rose Gold Tungsten Wedding Band Ring 8mm

What makes this Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring for Men
truly standout out, is its rose gold detailing that creates a
two-tone effect. Both the grooved detailing and the interior
of the ring is finished in a subtle shade of rose gold, that
stands out beautifully against the shimmering silver finish of
this incredible wedding band.

Code: 106
Price: $190

Code: 535
Price: $170

Code: 412
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Black Tungsten Carbide Rose Gold Wedding Band Ring
6mm

Smooth and artfully curved, this beautifully dark ring features 18
carat rose gold Tone edging for a little added personality,
bringing a certain lustre to the high-shine surface. It’s also
beautifully presented in our signature gift box so you can be ure
it’s kept safe until the big day arrives.

8mm Blue Black Tungsten Wedding Ring for Men

This beautiful eye-catching awesome Luxury Affordable men's
Ring with Looks and feels way more than it cost. The ring is
crafted of heavyweight tungsten with brushed finish .
Tungsten Rings are the most wear-resistant available on the
planet. Tungsten is about 10 times harder than 18K Gold, 5
times harder than tool steel,and 4 times harder than
titanium. Separate Yourself From The Crowds With Forever &
Always Jewels

Designer Tungsten Wedding Ring for Men in Black

A classically styled wedding band with a contemporary twist,
this Designer Tungsten Wedding Eternity Ring for Men oozes
sophistication and standout style. A two-tone treasure for
modern gents who prefer to accessorise with designer-
inspired pieces, it features black bevelled edges and a
matching centre stripe, brushed gunmetal grey detailing for
added depth and texture, and a striking 18kt rose gold ion
plated interior for comfort and clarity.

Code: 323
Price: $195

Code: 288
Price: $200

Code: 352
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Midnight Magic Black Tungsten Carbide 7mm Wedding
Ring

Say ‘I Do’ in style with the Midnight Magic Black (IP Plated)
Tungsten Wedding Ring. Right on trend for the coming bridal
season, this stunning black wedding band is made in the finest
tungsten carbide and presented with a brushed centre band to
create an eye-catching two-tone effect.

Blue Stripe Men’s Black Tungsten Wedding Band -
8mm

Pushing the boundaries of jewellery design, the Blue Stripe
Black ion plated Tungsten Carbide Wedding Band for Men
supersedes all expectations. Crafted in tungsten carbide, one
of the hardest and most durable materials used in jewellery
making today, it features a generous 8mm wide band to
complement larger masculine hands, and it has the classic
comfort fit profile.

Blue Men’s Tungsten Wedding Band with Blue
Interior

Pushing the boundaries of jewellery design, the I Love Blue
Tungsten Carbide Wedding Band for Men supersedes all
expectations. Crafted in tungsten, one of the hardest and
most durable materials used in jewellery making today, it
features a generous 8mm wide band to complement larger
masculine hands, and it has the classic comfort fit profile.

Code: 549
Price: $200

Code: 352
Price: $190

Code: 407
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Engraved I Love You -Mens/ Blue Celtic Dragon Inlay
Black Tungsten Ring

One of the most sought-after wedding bands in our exclusive
Celtic Collection, the Celtic Love Tungsten Carbide and Blue
Carbon Wedding Ring incorporates the classic Celtic Dragon
design that is adored by patriotic men. A two-tone treasure for
work, play and everyday wear, it features a black tungsten
carbide band with smooth bevelled edges, a blue carbon fibre
inlay, and a silver Celtic Dragon insert that shines resplendently
against its vibrant azure backdrop.

Black/ Rose Gold Tone Mens Tungsten Ring

Beautifully crafted in tungsten carbide, one of the strongest
materials available today.A wise investment for any
contemporary jewellery collection, it has a wide profile 8mm
band to complement both smaller and larger hands, and it
has a sophisticated brushed finish that quietly demands
attention.

KOA Wood Inlay Mens Brushed Tungsten Carbide
Band Ring

One of the most outstanding pieces of jewellery in our
exclusive KOA Wood Collection, the Hawaiian Harmony
Tungsten Carbide Wedding Ring for Men is an object of
natural beauty. Expertly handcrafted using only the finest
precious metals and KOA wood , it will add subtle
sophistication to any outfit,

Code: 444
Price: $225

Code: 462
Price: $180

Code: 442
Price: $190

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings
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Gold Celtic Dragon Inlay Tungsten Carbide Comfort Fit
Wedding Band Ring

No symbols can match the power of Celtic dragons. Celebrate
your union in style with the Dragon Fire Celtic Tungsten
Wedding Ring for Men. A stunning piece of jewellery for
modern grooms, it is made from tungsten carbide, one of the
hardest materials used in wedding rings today, and it is
beautifully embellished with an intricate gold inlay inspired by
the Celtic dragon.

Love You 7mm Midnight Love Black Tungsten Carbide
Wedding Band

Proof that less is most definitely more when it comes to
designer wedding rings, the Midnight Love Black Tungsten
Carbide Wedding Ring is a minimalistic masterpiece for
modern brides and grooms. Beautifully embellished with the
words ‘I Love You’ on the inside of the band, it holds a secret
message that only you and the recipient will know about,
making it a romantic choice for your wedding day.

Mens KOA WOOD Inlay Tungsten Carbide Wedding
Band Ring

Tungsten Rings are the most wear-resistant available on
the planet. Tungsten is about 10 times harder than 18K Gold, 5
times harder than tool steel, and 4 times harder than
titanium. Due to their extreme hardness, Our Tungsten Rings
will hold their shape and shine longer than any ring on the
market. Tungsten metal is scratch resistant and four times
harder than titanium. This jewellery piece features a highly
polished finish with a KOA design. Inlay is protected by a layer
of epoxy resin.

Code: 0149
Price: $180

Code: 3349
Price: $225

Code: 229
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings
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Black Tungsten Ring 6mm Engraved I Love You Classic

Made in Tungsten Carbide, one of the toughest materials
known to man, the Devotion ‘I Love You’ Black Wedding Ring
The comfort fit band features a raised centre with elegant
brushed detailing, and it is engraved on the inside with the
words, I LOVE YOU. The perfect choice for romantic grooms,
it shares a secret that only you and your beloved will ever
know.

Code: 604
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

Scroll Down

Men’s Tungsten Carbide Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Mens Brushed Titanium Cubic Zirconia Wedding Band
Ring

Made from ‘unbreakable’ titanium, the Mon Amour Titanium
Wedding Band for Men will bring sparkle and natural
radiance to your jewellery collection. It is made from the
grade 2 titanium, and features a substantial 8mm profile that
is large enough to make a statement, yet comfortable
enough to wear all day long.

Mens Classic Titanium Wedding Band Ring

• Titanium Ring
• Unique Designer Ring
• FREE Ready to give Luxury Gift Box
• Top Quality
• 6mm profile

Code: 405
Price: $200

Code: 193
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

Men’s TITANIUM Rings

@Forever & Always Jewels
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Men's Titanium Wedding Band Ring with Black Cubic
Zirconia

If you’re searching for a men’s wedding band with a little
more personality than a plain sterling silver ring, the Dazzling
Strength Men’s Wedding Band could offer you the
excitement you’re after. It’s a spectacular ring, made from
high strength titanium for a sleek, sophisticated finish that is
almost indestructible.

.

Mens Classic Wedding Eternity Band

A timeless wedding ring for men who are looking for a
classically styled band with just a hint of sophisticated
sparkle, the Radiant Reflections Titanium Wedding Band
works elegantly alongside tailored business attire, weekend
casuals, occasion wear such as morning suits and tuxedos,
and even sportswear, making it a versatile addition to any
jewellery collection.

Emerald Cut Band Ring
A treasured piece of jewellery that is sure to make every day
feel like your wedding day, this Titanium and Simulated
Diamond CZ Ring for Men oozes sophistication and
contemporary style. It honors the ancient tradition of
exchanging rings, while meeting the needs and requirements
of the modern man.

Code: 385
Price: $195

Code: 302
Price: $185

Code: 307
Price: $215
•
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Silver Inlay Mens Titanium Wedding Band Ring

A minimalist masterpiece for modern grooms, our Zeus Silver
& Titanium Wedding Ring for Men guarantees to impress
with its 8mm comfort fit band, sleek beveled edge detailing,
and brushed satin finish. Part of our exclusive men’s
jewellery collection, it is made from premium titanium, one of
the hardest metals known to man, and has a sleek silver inlay
for just a hint of contrast.

Enduring Wedding Classic

This Mens 4mm Polished Titanium Wedding Ring is an epitome
of wedding classic. It remains stylish and sought-after even
without any excessive design elements. Just a simple band
polished to a mirror sheen is more than enough to produce an
impact and indicate that someone got a place in your heart.

Code: 499
Price: $165

Titanium Brushed Classic Wedding Comfort Fit Ring

Made from ‘unbreakable’ titanium, the Reflections Wedding
Ring is incredibly symbolic. Its contemporary design
features a brushed titanium finish and beveled edges to
enhance its depth. It is illuminated by a single princess cut
cubic zirconia which is sunk into the band and finished with
a raised square frame.
.

Code: 202
Price: $175

Code: 3353
Price: $170
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Modern Romance Titanium Wedding Band

When it comes to minimalistic wedding jewellery, the Modern
Romance Titanium Wedding Band exceeds all expectations.
Chic, sophisticated, and styled to complement every outfit, it is
handmade in the finest quality materials and beautifully
presented with bevelled edges and a sleek brushed finish that
quietly demands attention.

Code: 496
Price: $190

Classic Design With A Difference Ring With I Love You
Engraving

If you prefer your wedding ring to be on the simplistic side, this
Mens Titanium Wedding Engagement Engraved With I Love
You Band Ring 7mm –Unisex will fit the bill. Although it features
a classic band design, you can hardly call in boring. A
pronounced curved shape enhanced by a lustrous finish will
effectively add more flair to your look.

Code: 3360
Price: $170

Blue Carbon Inlay Titanium Classic Mens Wedding
Engagement Ring

This beautiful eye-catching awesome unique Titanium Blue
Carbon Inlay This This beautiful wedding ring with Looks and
feels way more than it cost.
Titanium has become popular as a jewelry material due to its
various unique properties. Titanium rings offer several unique
properties: they lightweight, and have the highest strength-
to-weight ratio of any metal.

Code: 1014
Price: $180
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Brushed Titanium Men’s Wedding Ring

Durable, elegant, and fashion-forward, this Mens Titanium
Brushed Ring - 8mm Wide - Classic Unisex Wedding
Engagement Comfort Fit Band Ring will easily set you apart
from the pack. While others pick something as classic as gold
and silver, you can establish yourself as a modern fashionista
with a touch of indestructible elegance on your finger.

Code: 3358
Price: $180

Endless Love Classically Styled Shinny Titanium Wedding
Ring

Stunning in its simplicity, the Endless Love Titanium Wedding
Ring for Men is classically styled and impeccably designed to
complement every item in the wardrobe. Skilfully crafted from
T2 titanium, which has the highest strength-to-weight ratio of
any precious metal, it is lightweight, comfortable, and made to
last a lifetime, and so it is the perfect choice for your wedding
day.

Code: 496
Price: $170

Love Titanium Wedding Band

Offering exceptional value for money, the Is This Love
Titanium Wedding Band is the perfect investment for modern
brides and grooms. Handmade and beautifully presented in a
luxury gift box, it has an 8mm profile, smooth bevelled edges,
and a brushed finished for added designer appeal.

Code: 159
Price: $170
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Silver Inlay Titanium Comfort Fit Band Ring

This ‘Modern Day Romance’ Men’s ring boasts both
beautiful robust materials, as well as contemporary style
that will seamlessly suit any modern man’s look. Inset with
an intricate woven design, this ring exudes luxury that far
surpasses its affordable price tag.

Code: 260
Price: $195

Simulated Blue Sapphire Band Ring

A beautiful titanium ring with a single line of faux diamonds and
sapphires. A classic wedding ring that will turn heads. Perfect for
male or female fingers, this stunning love ring is the ideal pick if
you want a touch of luxury that symbolises a lasting love – all
delivered at an unbeatable price…Striking and durable polished
Titanium makes the idea base for a love ring fit for both sexes,
fashioned into the ultimate symbol of eternity – a perfect circle

Code: 349
Price: $180

Men’s Titanium I Love You Wedding Ring

If you enjoy nifty designs that elaborate on classic the look of
wedding bands, then you will definitely appreciate this Mens
Titanium Ring Engraved I Love You Classic Wedding Band
Ring. Made to impress, it provides a variety of eye-catching
details ranging from a brushed finished to a tiered edge.
This band is a choice of contemporary men who gravitate
towards clean lines, imposing sizes, and stylish textures. It’s
deprived of a dazzling sheen but a wide band and polished
stair-step rim provide the desired head-turner quality.

Code: 3359
Price: $180
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The Circle of Love Titanium Wedding Band

A contemporary choice for modern brides and grooms.
Handmade in titanium, a robust and hardwearing metal with
inimitable shine, it features a single row of brilliant cut cubic
zirconia that gives it a luxurious designer feel.

Code: 166
Price: $180

Diamond Strength TitaniumWedding Engagement Ring

Celebrate the power of a wonderful relationship with the
Diamond CZ Strength Unisex Engagement Ring. Designed to
suit both men and women, this striking ring is crafted from shiny
titanium. Gleaming in its 8mm width, this band is practically
unbreakable - the ideal material to represent your commitment
to each other. It features a slightly bevelled edge, giving it a
designer finish and a great, comfortable fit.

Code: 284
Price: $185

I Love You Grooved Titanium Wedding Band

What could be more romantic than a wedding band engraved
with the words ‘I Love You’. Beautifully crafted in the finest
polished titanium, a lightweight yet durable precious metal
that is made to last a lifetime, this exquisite Grooved Wedding
Ring is the perfect choice for brides and grooms who are
looking for designer inspired wedding bands at affordable
prices.

Code: 3069
Price: $180
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ORDER NOW
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Mens Titanium Ring Engraved Inside With I Love
You

It's special and it had a simple design, which is subtle yet
adds a special touch that helps to catch the light. Diamond
shapes are carved into the centre of the band, giving the
illusion of glistening gemstones set into the metal. This
technique makes it the ideal choice for both men and
women who want something a little less conventional. To
add an extra meaningful touch, the words, “I Love You” are
engraved into the inside of the ring.

Code: 282
Price: $195

A mix of textures, unsurpassed durability, and minimalist appeal
– this is all about our Men’s Titanium Ring 8mm Classic
Wedding Band. Expertly made to hold up to years of wear and
tear, it will resonate will every man who enjoys original unfussy
designs and premium quality. The ring displays a brushed
central portion with a highly polished texture along the edges.
The transition between matte and shiny finishes is complete
with a groove. Thanks to this simplistic yet captivating design,
this wedding band can also double as an everyday ring.

Code: 564
Price: $195

Meteorite Inlay Titanium Wedding Band Ring With
Green Carbon Fiber

A stunning and beautiful ring crafted with Titanium and inlaid
with Man Made meteorite /green carbon inlay. This ring has
not only a meteorite inlay in the middle of the ring it also has
two twin blue carbon fiber bands running around the
circumference of the band - one of the hottest design in the
market. Offering endless styling options, this Titanium Ring
can be worn as an engagement ring, wedding band, or
eternity ring to complement every romantic occasion.

Code: 440
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Mens Black Titanium Ring 8mm Classic Wedding Band
Ring

Code: 563
Price: $185

Men’s Criss-Cross Titanium Wedding Ring

Titanium rings are known for being super durable. This piece
proves they can be beautiful, too. An original criss-cross
pattern as well as a combination of a brushed and polished
finish makes it a feast for the eyes. If you’re seeking a
statement wedding band to show off your unique personality,
you’ll find it in Men's Titanium 7mm Wedding Engagement
Band Ring from Best to Buy. Reasonable thickness, bevelled
edge, and a flat band profile contribute to the ease of wearing.
On top of that, titanium is one of the lightest metals in
jewellery manufacturing, so despite the ring’s solid size, you
will barely feel any weight on your hand.

Code: 565
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Men's Cubic Zirconia Trio Channel Set Ring

This dazzling Trio Channel Set Simulated Diamond Sterling
Silver ring for Men is a real statement piece with standout
style. Beautifully handcrafted in the finest 925 Sterling Silver,
it is lead free, and nickel free, and it has a substantial 10mm
band to complement larger masculine hands.

Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Fashion Statement Ring

With its multi-layered silhouette and dazzling cubic zirconia
embellishments, the Gallant Silver Ring is an exceptional piece
of jewellery for men who like to stand out in a crowd.
Handcrafted in hallmarked sterling silver, it features a chunky
band beautifully embellished with princess and baguette-cut
gemstones. Eye-catching yet stunningly elegant, this
spectacular ring will take you from the boardroom to the bar
with ease.

Code: 3350
Price: $230

Three Row Wedding Engagement Band Ring

Attraction Men’s Sterling Silver Ring with Cubic Zirconia.
Skilfully handcrafted in the finest 925 Sterling Silver, this
Attraction Ring for Men is an incredible piece of jewellery
with row upon row of premium cubic zirconia.

Code: 427
Price: $225

Code: 361
Price : $225
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Sterling Silver Mens Created Blue Sapphire Band Ring

A striking ring for discerning men who want to stand out and
make a true style statement…
Blue and white baguette cut simulated diamonds decorate the
unique Z shape that adorns this 925 sterling silver band, making
this an ultra-stylish choice for masculine fingers. The stunning
blue CZ stones stud the band's centrepiece, providing the ideal
contrast to the clean beauty of the crisp white simulated
diamonds.

Code: 333
Price: $245

Sterling Silver Ring with Emerald-Cut Green Cubic
Zirconia

Resplendent in sterling silver, the Celtic Dreams Statement Ring
for Men is an enchanting piece of jewellery with intricate Celtic
detailing and a large emerald-cut green cubic zirconia that
sparkles just like a precious gemstone. The perfect engagement
ring or wedding band for patriotic gents, it has a generous
profile of 12mm to complement masculine hands .

Code: 534
Price: $195

Endless Love Classically Styled Shinny Sterling
Silver Ring

Stunning in its simplicity, the Endless Love silver Wedding Ring
for Men is classically styled and impeccably designed to
complement every item in the wardrobe. Handcrafted from
925 Sterling Silver.

Code: 432
Price: $170
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Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Wedding Band Ring

A delightful wedding ring for discerning gents our Silver
Wedding Band is made from 925 sterling silver and elegantly
adorned with princess cut cubic zirconia gemstones that
sparkle like diamonds in the natural light. Modern, minimalist,
and made to last a lifetime, it is the perfect wedding ring
choikjce for men who like to make a statement and stand out
from the crowd.

Code: 3219
Price: $180

ORDER NOW
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Vintage Halo Design with large premium emerald cut
premium cubic zirconia

A unique piece that needs no introduction, this Vintage Ring
features intricate bead detailing to maximize the true beauty
and natural brilliance of the crystal clear gemstones. Emerald-
cut center stone measures an impressive 5mm x 7mm and
sparkles just like a genuine emerald.

Available in in the following

Emerald Cut Gold- Code 562
Purple Amethyst – Code 540
Green Emerald - Code 447
Emerald Cut Silver - Code 541
Ruby Red – Code 561
Blue Sapphire – Code 560

Price: $185

Starlight Lovers Eternity Ring

Code: 237
Price: 165

Half Eternity Engagement Band Ring

Code: 3330
Price: 165

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW
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Wedding Engagement Band Ring

Code: 171

Price:185

925 Sterling Silver 4 rows Eternity Band Ring

Code: 254
Price: $195

Cherish Wedding Eternity Ring

For comfort, the Cherish Silver Wedding Ring features a wide
8mm band that complements both smaller and larger hands.
The front of the ring is adorned with no less than 5 rows for
sparkling simulated diamonds, with two sets are larger stones
shining out resplendently from within three sets of smaller
premium cubic zirconia.

Code: 420
Price: $180

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW
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Sterling Silver Green Goddess Half Eternity Ring

Luminescent and lovely, the Green Goddess Sterling Silver Ring
remains the number one choice for those who adore the
sophisticated sparkle of cubic zirconia, the lustrous shine of
sterling silver, and the emerald glow of brilliant cut gemstones
that lend just the right amount of colour to any ensemble.

Code: 450
Price: $195

Round & Baguette CZ Full Eternity Ring in 925 sterling
silver

When you’ve found your perfect someone, it’s natural you want
to show your love off to the world, and what better way to do
that than with this sparkling symbol of eternal love – our striking
ladies sterling silver and Created diamond eternity band. From
the way the rhodium plated sterling silver has been perfectly
fashioned into the ultimate symbol of enduring love – the circle
– to the way the glittering created CZ diamonds stud the band
elegantly, this ring stands out in all the right ways.

Code: 311
Price: $225

Double Delight Emerald Cubic Zirconia Silver Ring Set

Inspired by the glitz and glamour of 1920s Hollywood, the
Double Delight Silver Ring Set will bring a touch of colour,
character and sophisticated sparkle to any ensemble. Beautifully
handcrafted in the finest 925 sterling silver, this two ring set
comes elegantly presented in a luxury gift box, making it the
perfect jewellery gift for those who love to accessorise with
brilliant cut gemstones.

Code: 446
Price: $195

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW
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Ladies Floral Filigree Silver Wedding Band Ring

Featuring stunning high quality cubic zirconia stones, 925
sterling silver and an intricately crafted design, this ring is
perfect for brides who want to bring a touch of old world
glamour to their engagement ring style. It also features a
notably wider band than most filigree detailed rings. This
makes it a wonderful option for those who love the delicate,
feminine style but prefer solid rings with a little more width.
This piece is nickel free making it a great choice for brides with
sensitive skin that is easily irritated.

Code: 426
Price: $200

Ladies Sterling Silver Ring With Dazzling CZ Stones
Absolute Brilliance Bridal Ring

Code: 567
Price: $250

Ladies Silver Cubic Zirconia 3 Piece Ring Set

Update your jewellery collection with the Timeless Trio Silver &
Cubic Zirconia 3 Ring Set. A stunning piece of jewellery for the
modern woman, it includes three stunning bands that can be
worn individually for a minimalistic look or stacked together for
full on glamour.

Code: 449
Price: $180

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW
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Round Cut Pink Ring

Looking for an accessory that will add maximum glamour and
class for that event. Fiveve stunningly unique pink Cubic
Zirconias have been delicately claw set into this beautiful slim
cut sterling silver ring. These gorgeous stones shimmer with
promise, adding a touch of true feminine allure with their
delicate, romantic blush shade.

Code 310
Price: $185

Half Eternity Band Ring

Watch her face light up as you present this ring as a sign of your
love and commitment. A stunning array of round cut cubic
zirconia stones, the Sensations Engagement Ring has great
depth and incredible elegance. The CZ on the outer rows are set
into sunken claw settings whilst the centre row is set into
alternate circular and oval settings. With the effect of three
separate rings cleverly fitted together, Sensations is a real
statement piece.

Code 199
Price $170

BUY NOW

BUY NOW
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Forever Together Silver Halo Ring

Treat the lady you love to the Forever Together Double Halo
Silver Ring and give her a gift she will never forget. Beautifully
made in 925 sterling silver, it features a stunning Round cut
cubic zirconia encircled in a double halo of smaller
shimmering gemstones. Further embellishments have been
added to the shoulders of the ring to create a dazzling
display of beauty.

Forever Love Tear Drop Halo Silver Ring

With its stunning Tear Drop/Pear Cut cubic zirconia, the
Forever Love Engagement Ring has the ultimate wow factor.
Featuring a gorgeous dazzling cubic zirconia stones in a halo
design around this central simulated diamond, this ring
catches the light as it captures her imagination

Code: 133
Price $175

Code: 313
Price: $175

•
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Sterling silver Floral, Leafs on Vine engagement ring
A ring with a unique, ethereal beauty, this romantic retro-
inspired piece is the last word in feminine luxury. If you are
seeking a ring to commemorate a special love, look no
further, this one-of-a-kind piece will make the perfect symbol
for your fairy-tale ending….

The Royal Style Vintage Engagement Ring

Want to commemorate your commitment to each other
with a truly romantic and beautiful classic vintage
engagement ring? Styled with real flair and embellished
with myriad shimmering diamond Cubic Zirconias, the
Royal Silver Vintage Style Engagement Ring is fit for a true
princess.

Midnight Rose Engagement Ring

If it’s lustrous sparkle you’re looking for, the Midnight Rose
Engagement Ring is the ideal choice. Beautifully crafted from
925 sterling silver, this ring shines brightly before, during and
after your proposal, making it the ultimate companion to the
most important question you’ll ever ask.

Code: 309
Price: $160

Code: 339
Price: $170

Code: 289
Price: $185
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Absolute Brilliance Engagement Ring

The most special woman in your life deserves nothing but
the most special engagement ring. The Absolute Brilliance
Engagement Ring is a simply stunning ring for your bride
to be, featuring a dazzling central stone to give the wow
factor when you ask her the all-important question.

Temptations of Eden Engagement Ring

Are you getting engaged or wanting to propose to your
soulmate? Showcase your passion in stunning romantic
style with this premium quality engagement band and
show your lady how special she really is…

Glorious Engagement Ring

For the ultimate vintage style, choose Glorious, an
engagement ring with unique, atmospheric charm for brides
with superior taste in fashion. Incredibly glamorous, this
engagement ring is for life’s big personalities, catching the
light at every opportunity.

Code: 301
Price: $175

Code: 279
Price: $175

Code: 228
Price: $195
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Oh Yes Oval Engagement Ring

The smooth, rounded finish on this solid silver band is the
perfect backdrop for the incredible central oval stone
arrangement of this engagement ring. Catching the light at
absolutely every angle, this vintage ring design is like nothing
you will have seen before.

Heavenly Halo Silver Ring

While modern in design, the Heavenly Halo Silver Ring has
real vintage appeal. An heirloom piece that will be adored
by future generations, it pairs elegantly with sterling silver
wedding bands and matching CZ embellished eternity
rings. A real showstopper, this premium Halo Ring will lend
sophisticated sparkle to every item in the wardrobe.

Asscher Dream Ring

Bringing the ultimate sparkle to your proposal, this exquisite
3-stone Asscher cut engagement ring is a real talking point.
With sophisticated Art Deco elegance, each dazzling cubic
zirconia stone is cut in the covetable Asscher style. This
creates a fascinating hall of mirrors effect, thanks to the
stones’ impressive depths.

Code: 504
Price: $180

Code: 150
Price: $185

Code: 176
Price: $200
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Perfect Princess Cut Wedding Engagement Ring

Effortlessly stylish and easy to wear, this Statement
Engagement Ring is beautifully crafted in the finest sterling
silver, and each of the simulated diamonds have been hand
set to ensure a standard of perfection.

A Flash of Elegance

Ready to steal the show? It's easier than ever before with a
scintillating ring on your finger. The classic solitaire design,
bulging setting, and a noble silver finish turn our 925
Sterling Silver Ladies Asscher Cut Cubic Zirconia Ring into
catnip for all the stylish ladies out there.

Women's Vintage Style Sterling

Bold, Beautiful, Timeless Silver Ring
Impeccably styled to complement feminine hands, this
statement ring has been skillfully handcrafted in the finest
925 sterling silver and heavily embellished with simulated
diamond cubic zirconia stones that shimmer seductively from
every angle.

Code: 398
Price: $200

Code: 363
Price :$225

Code: 365
Price: $225
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The One Ring

The One Engagement Ring is designed in 925 sterling silver
and features a striking princess cut cubic zirconia stone,
elevated in a 4-claw solitaire setting. This sits within the band
to make a feature out of the sparkly rock, highlighting its face
and sides. This engagement ring is a contemporary take on
a jewelry classic, perfect for elegant brides-to-be.

Dolce Vita Halo Engagement

Live a life of pleasure, love, and luxury with the Dolce Vita
Halo Engagement Ring. A sparkly sensation for glamorous
girls, it is made from 925 sterling silver and embellished
with precious cubic zirconia gemstones to add sparkle to
your journey – wherever life may take you. The perfect ring
for special moments, marriage proposals, weddings, and
anniversaries, it promises a lifetime of love.

Forevermore Engagement ring

A grand gesture deserves a grand engagement ring and this
unique piece has been lovingly hand crafted in gleaming
solid silver. The show-stopping round cut cubic zirconia sits
elegantly in a 4-claw open solitaire setting.

Code: 517
Price: $195

Code: 198
Price: $195

Code: 158
Price: $180
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Take Me Now Wedding Engagement Rig

Are you looking for the ultimate engagement ring for your
wife-to-be? If you want maximum impact and high glamour,
look no further than the incredible, Take Me Now
Engagement ring. Beautifully crafted to offer you the ultimate
sparkle, this engagement ring boasts a large central stone in
addition to numerous smaller simulated diamonds set into
the band itself.

Teardrop engagement ring with crown in prong setting

A classic choice for those with a taste for luxury, this beautiful
ladies engagement ring has been fashioned using premium
craftsmanship and the finest materials available. This is the
ultimate in timeless, feminine style for those who demand only
the best to set the perfect seal on their relationship…

Code: 344
Price: $165

Maravillosa Marquise Engagement Ring

Make a style statement with the Maravillosa Marquise
Engagement Ring. A stunning piece of jewellery for
fashion-conscious females, it is made in the finest sterling
silver, beautifully embellished with marquise cut cubic
zirconia gemstones, and presented with a dazzling CZ
solitaire. This enchanting ring looks and feels like an antique
heirloom, yet it is priced to suit every budget.
Code: 151
Price: $175

Code: 169
Price $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Filigree Engagement Ring

This beautiful eye-catching awesome Top Class 925 Silver
Ladies Brilliant Cut Vintage Style Solitaire Wedding Engagement
Ring looks and feels way more than it cost.
Separate yourself with our jewellery.

Code: 216
Price: $175

Code: 390
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

Halo Solitaire Vintage Engagement Ring

Inspired by the glitz and glamour of a bygone era, the
Victoriana Silver Halo Silver Ring is a modern piece of jewellery
with vintage appeal. Adored for its intricate detailing, classic
halo design, and inimitable sparkle, this 925 silver engagement
ring is designed to appeal to ladies of every age.

Code: 153
Price: $185

Sterling Silver Cushion Cut Halo Ring

Old school glamour, redefined for the modern woman, our
Vintage Infinity Sterling Silver Cushion Cut Simulated
Diamond Engagement Ring is a spectacular piece of jewellery
for glamorous brides. Beautifully handcrafted in the finest 925
sterling-silver, it is lead free and nickel free, and styled to
coordinate effortlessly with other silver and white gold pieces.

Code: 114
Price: $180

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Perfect Halo Engagement Ring

Beautifully embellished with dazzling cubic zirconia gemstones,
this engagement ring lends just the right amount of sparkle to
any outfit. Channel set simulated diamonds across the shoulders
bring further radiance to the polished silver band.

Code: 312
Price: $175

Timeless Trilogy 3 stone Cubic Zirconia 925 Sterling
Silver Ring

Chic, sophisticated and styled to complement both classic
wedding bands and modern wedding ring creations, the
Timeless Trilogy 3 Stone Engagement Ring is a stunning piece
of jewellery for glamorous brides. Meticulously handcrafted in
the finest 925 Sterling Silver, this eye-catching engagement ring
incorporates both modern & traditional design features, making
it the perfect choice for brides

Code: 414
Price: $165

Perfect Moments Engagement Ring

Encrusted with simulated diamonds, the Perfect Moments
engagement ring is ideal for petite brides with a love for
classic jewellery design. Following the curve of the sterling
silver band, the stones appear in a pave setting for an elegant
look. The band becomes thinner towards the centre, drawing
the eye to the spectacular brilliant cut cubic zirconia, which sits
proudly in a classic 4-claw setting.

Code: 253
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Destiny Silver Halo Ring

Timeless, elegant, and effortlessly beautiful, the Destiny Halo
Engagement Ring combines modern materials with vintage
design. Handcrafted in 925 sterling silver, this exceptional
engagement ring features a large princess cut cubic zirconia
surrounded with a halo of shimmering gemstones that sparkle
seductively in the natural light.

Code: 508
Price: $170

Trinity Aurora Engagement Ring

Capture the significance of your past, present and future with
your bride-to-be with this dazzlingly unique three-stone
engagement ring. Beautifully hand crafted for incredible
sparkle, Trinity Aurora is a stunning design with three round cut
stones of Simulated Diamonds Cz to represent each stage of
your lives together.

Code: 3365
Price: $185

Perfect Princess Cut Ring

Delight the lady you love with the Princess Silver Ring.
Handcrafted in the finest 925 sterling silver, it features a classic
comfort fit band embellished with a large princess cut cubic
zirconia centrepiece. A trio of smaller gemstone sit either side
of the main stone to create a show-stopping piece of
jewellery.

Code: 505
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Silver Solitaire Ring

Dynamic contemporary design sets this Ladies 925 Sterling
Silver Solitaire Ring apart from its peers. This is not just a classic
solitaire ring, it is a completely new interpretation appealing to
creative individuals. The focal point of this marvellous piece is a
round faux diamante cubic zirconia stone tantalising the eye. To
propel its sheen even further, we added accents to both sides of
the setting. Ten complementary round cubic zirconia gems
emerging from the original shank make up a perfect design for
those looking beyond classic designs.

Code: 156
Price: $180

Sterling Silver Vintage Twist Diamond CZ Ring

Add a touch of 1940s glamour to your jewellery collection with
this 925 Sterling Silver Ring. Handcrafted in sterling silver, this
Vintage Dazzling Cubic Zirconia Ring is lead free and nickel free,
and as with all our designer-inspired simulated diamond
wedding rings, it comes beautifully presented in a luxury gift
box. An exceptional piece of jewellery, it will leave you looking
and feeling like a million dollars.

Code: 366
Price: $180

All You Need Is Love Silver Ring

Actions speak louder than words and this heart-shaped silver
ring says it all. An immediate declaration of your love, its
endlessly sparkling heart cut cubic zirconia stone is the
ultimate symbol of passion. Smaller simulated diamonds
completely surround the central heart jewel in a pavé-setting
and the 925 silver band is also encrusted in these dazzlingly
clear rocks. Delicate in shape, yet powerfully significant, All
You Need Is Love is hand crafted and affordable - the perfect
ring for a bride with her own sense of style

Code: 113
Price: $170

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Irresistible Kiss Halo Engagement Ring

Designed for brides with a love for all things glamorous, the
Irresistible Kiss engagement ring is an absolute show stopper.
Almost completely covered with many tiny, round cut cubic
zirconia stones, the main attraction of this ring sits proudly in
the centre, surrounded by a squared halo of dazzling
simulated diamonds.

Code: 244
Price: $185

Diamond Princess Engagement Ring

The epitome of modern elegance, the Diamond Princess
engagement ring takes its name from the stunning, princess cut
stones that cover its smooth surface. The large central cubic
zirconia stone is elevated in a 4-claw solitaire setting, casting
dramatic reflections wherever it’s worn. Surrounding it, five
smaller princess cut stones, which are channel set for maximum
impact, shimmer with pure grace. For added shine, the band is
crafted from glossy sterling silver, which complements many
skin tones.

Code: 266
Price: $175

Heirloom Silver Halo Engagement Ring

Crafted in 925 sterling silver. Intricately detailed to maximise
the true radiance of every gemstone, it showcases a
shimmering princess cut cubic zirconia set within a halo of
smaller stones. Both the shoulders and the elevated setting
sparkle with further CZ embellishments to make this
engagement ring dazzle quite unlike any other.

Code: 157
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Love Bouquet Engagement Ring

Three stunning jewels are the crowning glory to this
engagement ring. The name, Love Bouquet, is inspired by the
side view of this ring, where the contemporary claw settings of
the 4.5mm cubic zirconia curve around the setting of the central
6.5mm stone, creating a floral bouquet style. A beautiful yet
deliberately creative detail, this ring stands out as something
with a little extra personality.

Code: 281
Price: $180

Round cluster 3 stone ring sterling silver

A gorgeous sterling silver 3 stone engagement ring with three
circles and cubic zirconia stone that sparkle like the real thing.
The Circle of Life engagement ring features three circular
clusters of Cubic Zirconia faux diamonds with enough sparkle to
capture the eye and the heart.

Code: 330
Price: $180

The Heirloom Halo Engagement Ring
Hand crafted with the finest details, the Heirloom Halo
Engagement Ring exudes the most beautiful vintage style. If
it’s unique style that you’re looking for, this ring won’t
disappoint because when the sunlight catches the central
stone, it will light up her eyes. Sparkling like nothing else, the
round cut cubic zirconia is the star of the show in its elegant
claw setting

Code: 269
Price: $185

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Perfect Match Pear Cut Wedding Engagement Ring

A show-stopping statement ring for ladies who adore vintage
inspired jewellery, this Sterling Silver Vintage Pear Shape
Simulated Diamond Halo Silver Ring will make a glamorous
addition to any contemporary or classic jewellery collection.

Code: 364
Price: $200

Exceptional Sterling Silver Solitaire Double Halo Ring

An outstanding piece of jewellery for brides who love to sparkle,
this Sterling Silver Round Cut Solitaire Simulated Diamond CZ
Wedding Ring has real designer appeal. Elegantly handcrafted
in the finest 925 stamped sterling-silver, it is lead free, and nickel
free, and it comes beautifully presented in one of our luxurious
gift boxes.

Code: 131
Price: $190

Twisted Infinity Wedding Engagement Ring Set

An elegant touch of luxury in a beautiful matching
set…Celebrate your engagement and wedding with this
stunning piece of expertly crafted jewellery, featuring
sparkling simulated diamonds and polished sterling silver A
whisper of luxury at a highly affordable price, a perfect
marriage of Sterling Silver and sparkling, simulated diamonds,
crafted into a unique and feminine design.

Code: 347
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Heart Shaped Cubic Zirconia Engagement ring

Nothing says, “I love you” more than the ultimate symbol of
love, the heart and the Say, I Do Engagement Ring captures
this perfectly. With a solid band in 925 sterling silver, the ring
glimmers through the day and night thanks to its covering of
round cut cubic zirconia stones and central, heart-shaped
simulated diamond.

Code: 163
Price: $175

Floral Discovery Solitaire

Floral Discovery has been creatively designed to bring together
the worlds of art and jewellery making. Featuring a delicate,
filigree style band, crafted from sterling silver and encrusted
with cubic zirconia stones, this ring has incredible vintage style.
Ideal for brides to be that love nothing more than an elegant
look, this ring is crowned with a large, round cut simulated
diamond in an 8-claw solitaire setting for pure drama.

Code: 215
Price: $185

Round Brilliant Pave Wedding Engagement 925 Sterling
Silver Ring
Handcrafted in 925 Sterling Silver, the Imperial Wedding Band
is an outstanding piece of jewellery for glamorous brides.
Heavily embellished with brilliant pave cubic zirconia
gemstones, it sparkles seductively in the natural light,
capturing the attention of anyone who sees it. Styled for
comfort, the band is curved at the front for maximum visual
impact and left plain at the back so that you can wear it all day.
Code: 152
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Silver Heart Design Black Cubic Zirconia Ring

A striking ring for those seeking something truly unique to
celebrate an engagement or love commitment, this stand out
piece would also make a perfect romantic gift for any occasion

Available with the following colour stones:

Black Code: 345

Blue Sapphire Code: 457

Price: $180

Halo Engagement Ring

Expertly crafted from premium materials, our 925 Sterling Silver
Ladies Asscher Cubic Zirconia Ring provides the look and the
feel of the ultimate luxury. Its timeless halo design ideally blends
with your classy style and provides a long-lasting complement
to your outfits. A gorgeous 6 mm cubic zirconia stone
surrounded by a halo of smaller stones and an elegant migraine
bead design instantly add irresistible radiance to your look.

Code: 387
Price: $175

Silver Double Halo Heart Ring

Guaranteed to delight, this Sterling Silver Engagement Ring
includes a large heart-shaped CZ centrepiece, which is
lovingly wrapped in a double halo of smaller gemstones. For
extra sparkle, we’ve added further cubic zirconia
embellishments along the shoulders of the ring to create an
eye-catching display.

Code: 236
Price: $175

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Perfect Asscher Cubic Zirconia Ring

Ask that all-important question with the Star Attraction
Engagement Ring. Handcrafted in 925 Sterling Silver, it features
a large Asscher-Cut Cubic Zirconia Centre Stone set within a
halo of smaller stones. Further embellishments along the
shoulders make this a dazzling piece of jewellery that all-but-
guarantees a ‘Yes’.

Code: 518
Price: $185

Aureole Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Halo Ladies Ring

Handcrafted in 925 sterling silver, it features the classic halo
design with a large cubic zirconia centre stone and split
shoulders with further CZ embellishments. A sparkling sensation
for sophisticated brides, it will make a standout addition to any
jewellery collection. While modern in design, the Aureole Halo
Engagement Ring has vintage appeal. Designed to appeal to
both the young and the old, it is an heirloom piece that will be
adored by future generations. Easy to wear, it coordinates
beautifully with classic sterling silver wedding bands and cubic
zirconia encrusted eternity rings, adding just the right amount
of sparkle to every ensemble.

Code: 3356
Price: $165

Magnificence Halo Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Ring

Light up your look with the Magnificence Sterling Silver &
Cubic Zirconia Ring. Beautifully bejewelled with premium
cubic zirconia, it is show-stopping piece that will add more
than a hint of sparkle to any modern jewellery collection.

Code: 453
Price: $195
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ORDER NOW
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Three Stone Engagement Rings set

Perfect Three Stone Engagement Ring -Timeless beauty of a
classic round cut ring. Represent your love and
dedication. Styled to bring sophisticated sparkle to your day, the
Joie de Vivre 2-Piece Ring Set is a sensational piece of jewellery
for ladies who love the glitz and glamour one can only find
when silver and sparkle is combined.

Code: 390
Price: $215

Th3-PIECE Cushion Cut Cubic Zirconia Ring Set

' Fit for a princess, this royally beautiful ring set offers up high-
glamour style and is the last word in luxury romance… Made
from the top diamond simulant available, with stunning Cubic
Zirconia stones, this beautiful triple ring set exudes absolute
romance. The large centre stone on the engagement ring has
been cushion cut and nestles gently against a backdrop of
smaller, rounded CZ created diamonds.

Code: 317
Price: $190

ORDER NOW
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Celebration of Love Round Cut Sterling Silver Bridal
ring set

The handcrafted Sterling Silver Engagement Ring features an
impressive 1.25ct Cubic Zirconia as its centrepiece that
measures some 6mm in diameter. To maximise the natural
radiance of the main stone, we embellished the shoulders of
the ring with channel set simulated diamonds that sparkle
seductively in the natural light.

Sterling Silver Created Pink Sapphire Cubic Zirconia
Wedding Ring Set

If you love colorful gemstones, you are going to adore the
Created Pink Sapphire Sterling Silver 2-Piece Bridal Ring Set!
What makes the purple Bliss Sterling Silver Engagement
Ring truly stand out, is the dazzling solitaire at its core.
Skilfully cut to sparkle just like a real diamond, this cubic
zirconia gemstone captures the light beautifully to bring a
touch of glamour to every outfit. Created Pink Sapphire CZ
accents lend just a hint of color to the comfort fit band, while
further simulated diamonds add contrast

2-Piece Oval Halo Bridal Ring Set

A delightful duo for stylish brides who are looking for a
classically styled bridal ring set with contemporary sparkle, it
features a striking Oval Halo Engagement Ring and a
matching vintage inspired wedding band that sit together
beautifully to create an eye-catching display.

Code: 552
Price: $185

Code: 422
Price: $190

Code: 404
Price: $185

•
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Dazzling Duo Sterling Perfect Match 3 stones Bridal
Ring

The Dazzling Duo Bridal Set includes a stunning Solitaire
Engagement Ring with channel set simulated diamond
shoulders. Luminous and lovely, this classically styled
engagement ring takes its inspiration from the glitz and
glamour of 1940s Hollywood, and the standout pieces worn
by Movie Stars during that era.

Interchangeable Cubic Zirconia Rings Set

The Decadence Sterling Silver & Cubic Zirconia
Interchangeable Bridal Ring Set is an exceptional piece of
jewellery for ladies who like to stand out in the crowd.
Handmade in 925 Sterling Silver, it features an impressive
princess cut style engagement ring with a dazzling double
halo of cubic zirconia, and a matching wedding band that
slots inside the engagement ring to create an object of
natural splendour.

Belle Amour Bridal Three Rings Set

Set her heart ablaze and pop the question with the amazing
Belle Amour 925 sterling silver and cubic zirconia bridal three
rings set. Bolstered by sparkling a wedding ring of round-cut
cubic zirconia set into oval settings, the Belle Amour
engagement ring is a real head-turner. Made from a large
round cut simulated diamond, surrounded by a halo of
smaller jewels, this ring is a stunning representation of your
love and commitment.

Code: 397
Price: $200

Code: 417
Price: $225

Code: 382
Price: $200

ORDER NOW

ORDER NOW
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Eternity Band Set

The matching Eternity Band mirrors the design of the
engagement ring, with a single row of shimmering simulated
diamonds that stretch across the entire circumference of the
ring. When paired together, these matching engagement
and wedding rings look nothing short of sensational, though
they can be worn separately if you are looking to achieve a
more subtle and minimalistic look.

True Love Bridal Three Ring Set

Timeless, elegant, and impeccably styled to complement
every item in the wardrobe, the Forever Yours Bridal Ring
Set exudes natural radiance. The set includes a trio of
vintage inspired delights, including a pear shaped simulated
diamond engagement ring, a cubic zirconia embellished
wedding band, and a matching ring.

Cushion Cut Solitaire Ring Set

This beautiful and classic ring duo offers elegance and
timeless good looks, complimented by superb
craftsmanship and unmistakable attention to detail. A
premium engagement and wedding band set that perfectly
mimics the beauty of glittering white diamonds CZ.

Code: 380
Price: $225

Code: 377
Price: $250

Code: 343
Price: $180

•
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3-piece Halo Wedding Engagement Ring Set

This beautiful ring trio set has it all, and offers you premium
quality, top craftsmanship, and striking good looks, at a tiny
fraction of the usual cost. The perfect piece to show off your
love for that special someone, when you want to cover all
bases…in the ultimate romantic style…

Silver Emerald Cut Cubic Zirconia Ring Set

This Angel’s Halo ring features a lovely double halo effect
with a square setting that offers true sparkle. This ring is
created using only the most beautiful Simulated diamonds
in a variety of sizes. The sparkle comes from the emerald cut
shape giving plenty of edges for the light to bounce across.

Sterling Silver Duo Halo Rings Set

Including both an engagement ring and a wedding band,
this exclusive bridal set is priced to suit every wedding
budget, yet designed to look like valuable heirloom jewellery.
Made in the finest 925 Sterling Silver, the dazzling
engagement ring includes are large round shimmering
solitaire as its centrepiece, a halo of simulated diamonds, and
further embellishments cross the shoulders for added
shimmer.

Code: 338
Price: $190

Code: 320
Price: $200

Code: 315
Price: $180

•
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Asscher Bridal Ring Set

Imagine the perfect ring...It’s yours with the Imagine Love
Bridal Ring Set. Designed with intricate details, this stunning
rings set are bound to turn heads. For maximum sparkle, the
sterling silver ring features a large asscher cut cubic zirconia
which is surrounded by a halo of smaller simulated
diamonds. The ultimate in bridal jewellery, this ring design is
without a doubt, a show stopping piece.

Ecstasy Waves Bridal/Wedding Ring Set

When it comes to wedding jewellery, it doesn’t get any
better than the Ecstasy Waves Bridal Ring Set, designed with
true style for a complete look. Made from 925 sterling silver,
each ring is cleverly crafted to slot into the next, with the
dazzling engagement ring sitting between the wedding
band and half eternity ring.

Vintage Design Silver Wedding Ring Set

To have and to hold, for richer or poorer, create memories
that will last a life time with this truly beautiful bridal ring set.
Let the sparkle of your eye, sparkle to the world with this
heart stopping piece of jewelry. Set in solid silver, this piece
dazzles from the crowd with its exquisite pear cut cubic
zirconia.

Code: 305
Price: $185

Code: 294
Price: $185

Code: 290
Price: $165

•
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Precious Find Bridal Ring Set

This hand crafted bridal ring set exudes beautiful vintage
style. If you’re looking for something unique for your bride-
to-be, this antique style engagement ring and wedding ring
duo won’t disappoint. The Precious Find Bridal Ring Set
features a gorgeous round cut cubic zirconia surrounded by
a halo of smaller simulated diamonds for the ultimate
sparkle.

Your Star Bridal Ring Set

Bolstered with a glittering half eternity ring, this solitaire
engagement ring sparkles beyond imagination. Made from
solid silver, each ring is studded with channel set princess cut
cubic zirconia stones. The engagement ring features five of
these dazzling jewels on each side, whilst the wedding band
features an almost continuous array of them, making a
simply stunning half eternity ring.

True Love Bridal Ring Set
Capture the moment in unique style with this incredible True
Love Bridal Ring Set. The shining star of this set is the
engagement ring with its phenomenal pear cut cubic zirconia
stone. Beautifully feminine, this enchanting teardrop shape
simulated diamond is surrounded by a halo of smaller round
cut cubic zirconia stones for a head-turning sparkle.

Code: 191
Price: $185

Code: 142
Price: $195

Code: 200
Price: $200
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Hearts and Minds Engagement and Wedding Ring Set

There is only one thing better than the perfect engagement
ring and that’s when you realise there is the perfect band to
match! In this case, it’s the eternally beautiful Hearts and
Minds Ring Set. Crafted in shiny sterling silver, both rings are
brought to life with an array of cubic zirconia stones along
each band but it’s the engagement ring that will turn heads.

Now, Forever and Always Wedding Ring Set

Ensure the most important moment in your lives is also the
most perfect with the Now, Forever and Always Wedding
Ring Set. Designed to fit together in complete harmony, this
trio of rings, including a halo design engagement ring and
matching wedding and half eternity rings, dazzles in every
light thanks to the significantly bejewelled sterling silver
bands.

Round Cut CZ Halo Sterling Silver Wedding Ring Set

Chic, classy, and effortlessly refined, this Bespoke Sterling
Silver Simulated Diamond CZ 2-Piece Bridal Set is the perfect
choice for sophisticated brides. Expertly handcrafted from
the finest 925 Sterling Silver, this luxurious bridal set includes
two exquisite rings, a slim 3mm wedding band, and a
matching simulated diamond solitaire engagement ring.

Code: 219
Price: $185

Code: 3088
Price: $190

Code: 3354
Price: $180

ORDER NOW
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Halo Design 2 piece wedding Engagement Band Rings Set

The Magnificence Engagement Ring oozes vintage charm.
Showcasing a large cushion cut cubic zirconia, presented within
a halo of smaller stones, it quietly demands attention to ensure
that you always stand out in the crowd. Further CZ
embellishments line the shoulders of this impressive
engagement ring for a breathtaking finish.

Code: 165
Price: $350

Sterling Silver Crown Design Dress Ring

Eye-catching, elegant, and effortlessly beautiful, the
Coronation Crown Dress Ring is made in the finest 925
sterling silver and skillfully adorned with shimmering cubic
zirconia gemstones. Featuring a unique crown shape
design, this exceptional cocktail ring will make an
outstanding addition to any contemporary jewellery box –
so why not treat your queen today!

Princess Cut Cubic Zirconia Ring Set

This handcrafted bridal ring set exudes a beautiful vintage
style. If you’re looking for something unique for your bride-
to-be, this Classic style engagement ring and wedding ring
duo won’t disappoint. The central stone is supremely
elegant in its 4-claw solitaire setting and is flanked on either
side by rows of channel-set cubic zirconia

Code: 290
Price: $185

Code: 506
Price: $175
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Two Entwined Bridal Ring Set
The beautiful twist of this luxurious wedding band makes the
round cut cubic zirconia engagement ring look even more
brilliant. The Two Entwined bridal/Ladies ring set features twisted
bands of 925 silver, symbolising your togetherness. Each ring is
encrusted with cubic zirconia stones in channel settings for real
impact. The solitaire engagement ring features a gorgeous
round cut cubic zirconia stone, raised up in its centre. Adding
even more sparkle to this luxurious piece, on either side of that
claw setting is a bezel-set round cut jewel, ensuring that the ring
twinkles at every angle.
Code: 0148
Price: $185

Belle Amour Bridal Ring Set

Set her heart ablaze and pop the question with the amazing
Belle Amour 925 sterling silver and cubic zirconia bridal ring
set. Bolstered by a sparkling wedding ring of round-cut cubic
zirconia set into oval settings, the Belle Amour engagement
ring is a real head-turner. Made from a large round cut
simulated diamond, surrounded by a halo of smaller jewels,
this ring is a stunning representation of your love and
commitment.
Code: 144
Price: $190

Grandiose Vintage Silver Ring Set

Including a dazzling engagement ring and matching wedding
band, the Grandiose Vintage Ring Set is an exceptional piece
of jewellery for women who adore the glitz and glamour of a
bygone era. Handmade in sterling silver and beautifully
embellished with premium cubic zirconia gemstones, these
enchanting rings look and feel just like antique heirlooms, yet
they are priced to suit every budget.

Code: 507
Price: $195
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Eternally Yours 3-Piece Sterling Silver Bridal Ring Set

A shimmering sensation with 1940s Hollywood appeal, the
Eternally Yours Engagement Ring is made from the finest 925
Sterling Silver, and it features a large round cut simulated
diamond as its centrepiece. Smaller cubic zirconia gemstones
create a halo effect around the solitaire, and stretch across the
shoulders for added radiance.

Code: 143
Price: $195

Trilogy Light Eternal Bridal Ring Set

What better way to celebrate your special day and your love
for each other than with the Trilogy Light Eternal Bridal Ring
Set. Think of all the special moments you’ve shared as you
place the stunning, cushion cut cubic zirconia ring on her
finger. Bending the light to enhance the multiple colors in both
low and bright light, this cut creates a very special style for
your bride to be and is taken to new heights thanks to the
glowing halo of smaller, round-cut cubic zirconia.

Code: 3202
Price: $195

Perfect Match Bridal Ring Set

This bridal ring set evokes real charm and grace and is the
ultimate gentlemanly offering. Boasting three large round cut
cubic zirconia stones to signify your past, present and future
together, this engagement ring is a truly thoughtful piece. Each
stone rests in a double 4-claw setting to really show off its
significance. Around the edge and down the sides of the solid
silver band, smaller cubic zirconia stones twinkle and shine. The
exquisite wedding band is cleverly designed with a wave shape
that fits the three-stone engagement ring perfectly. Also heavily
encrusted in channel set cubic zirconia stones, it’s the ideal
finishing touch with unbelievable sparkle.

Code: 182
Price: $195
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Celestial Vow rival Ring Set

It’s written in the stars that you’re made for each other
so choose the Celestial Vow engagement and
wedding ring set and let the whole universe know. This
beautifully hand crafted solid silver pavé ring set is
perfect for couples who want jewellery that makes an
impact. The solitaire engagement ring features an
incredible round cut cubic zirconia stone in the centre.
Code: 177
Price $250

Forever Yours Double Halo Three Ring Set

Timeless, elegant, and impeccably styled to complement every
item in the wardrobe. The set includes a trio of vintage inspired
delights, including a round shaped simulated diamond Double
Halo engagement ring, a cubic zirconia embellished wedding
band, and a matching ring.
Made from 925 Sterling Silver, and a dazzling Round shaped
centrepiece that sparkles day and night.

Code: 146
Price: $200
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Rhinestone Charm Bracelet

Feminine, and beautifully embellished with simulated
diamonds that sparkle seductively in the natural light, it
would make a stunning gift for any special occasion, be
it Mother’s Day, Valentine’s Day, or a loved ones
Birthday.

Sterling Silver Adjustable Strand Tennis Bracelet

Thanks to shinny round stimulants framed in alluring crystals your
ensemble gets enlivened almost momentarily. If you wish to
experience luxury well not paying a pretty penny, this exquisite
statement peace is as good as it gets.

Price: $10

Roman Crystal Bracelet

This beautiful eye-catching crystal bracelet looks
and feels way more than it costs .

Price: $12

Price: $12
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Heart To Heart Leaf Portrait Pendant Bracelets

It answers the call for a lavish design and spellbinding quality.
Dazzling stones require a matching setting - splendid sterling
silver offsets attention-gripping inlays and magnifies the
bracelet’s overall glint.

Price $20

Austrian Crystal Heart Femme Charm Bracelet

A kiss on the hand may feel very, very good, but a diamond
and sapphire bracelet lasts forever.
Available in silver green, blue sapphire and rose gold

Price: $18
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Pearl Crystal Tiara

A combination of pearls and crystals to finish your look.
Separate yourself with Forever & Always Jewels

Price: $15 purchase/$10 hire

Heart To Heart Leaf Portrait Pendant Bracelets

It answers the call for a lavish design and spellbinding quality.
Dazzling stones require a matching setting - splendid sterling
silver offsets attention-gripping inlays and magnifies the
bracelet’s overall glint.

Price $20
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His Queen and Her King Bracelets

Side by side or miles apart
We are still connected
Connected by the heart

Price: $25
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His Queen and Her King Neckchains

Side by side or miles apart
We are still connected
Connected by the heart

Price: $25

Yin and Yang Neckchain

Soul mates are people bring out the best in you
They are not perfect but they are perfect for you.
They are the special person that touch your heart

Price: $20

Distance Bracelets

Have a piece of your loved one always with you to remind
you that no matter the distance, you are loved by them
and they are loved by you. The meaning of
distance bracelets is to help to keep someone close to you
when he or she is far away

Price: $15
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Crystal Waterdrop earrings

Guaranteed to attract more than a few admiring glances, these
glamorous earrings will put you in the spotlight – so be prepared
to shine!

Price: $15

Rhinestone Water drop earrings

The perfect pair that will bring forth a string of admirers, all
lining up to pop the question: “Where do I get me one of
those?”

Price: $12

Crystal stud clip on earrings

A popular piece of jewellery for work, play and every day wear,
these stunning Sunflower Earrings coordinate beautifully with
Boho chic fashions, bridesmaids dresses, and both formal and
casual attire.

Price: $12
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Triple Crystal Drop Earrings

Looking for beautiful earrings to add a layer of fashion to your evening
gown, party wear, or work attire? Bridal Drop Earrings are more than a match
for your elegant fashion style. They graciously introduce an eye-catching
detail to your look while not burdening your ears.

Price: $12

Mecresh Rhibestone Drop Earrings

Team them with a classy up-do for a look that is guaranteed to
light up the room! ears that are easily irritated. This beautiful
eye-catching awesome Top Class Ladies earrings looks and feels
way more than it cost.

Price: $18

Pearl Drop Crystal Earrings

They make a magnificent accessory to any outfit and can be
dressed up or down depending on the occasion. Team them
with a classy up-do for a look that is guaranteed to light up the
room!

Price: $15
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Crystal Drop Dangle Earrings

While radiating grandeur and ritziness, our drop dangle earrings
are on the lower end of the budget. If you’re looking for a
superior yet inexpensive accessory for a wedding, cocktail party,
met gala event, and any other occasion to dress up, you won’t
get any better than this statement of luxury.

Price: $10

Flowers Crystal Tassle Earrings

The combination of colour and free-flowing style helps to make
them fun yet striking pieces of jewellery that can really lift
monochrome outfits and bring more life to evening wear.

Price: $15

Mecresh Crystal Dangle Earrings

A dazzling delight for ladies who adore the inimitable sparkle
of vintage inspired jewels, they will add the finishing touch to
every hairstyle and any outfit, and so they are great investment
for any modern jewellery collection.

Price $15
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Rose boutonnieres

A great accessory for the perfect gentleman.
Available I’m various colours for different styles

Price: $10

Gold metal necktie clasp & cufflinks

Gold cufflinks & necktie clasp offering a smart and classic
addition to any outfit

Price: $20

Colourful Charm Flower Stud Earrings

The ideal size for day-to-evening wear, these stud earrings
add life to a little back dress in an instant and come with high
quality packaging, making them the perfect

Price: $15
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Mens Cross Chain

Bold, brave and empowering cross Necklace. A fabulous look
and one you will be proud to wear.

Available in black and silver

Price $15

4 piece vintage multi layer bracelet

This bracelet will add some punch to your wardrobe.
This quad of coordinating bracelets can be stacked or worn
individually. They go with a wide array of looks

Price: $12

Mens Boss Leather Bracelet

A great accessory that brings out your sense of style.
Finish your look and walk like a boss.

Available in black and brown

Price: $15
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½ 12.04 37.8

1 12.45 39.1

1 ½ 12.85 40.4

2 13.26 41.7

2 ½ 13.67 42.9

3 14.07 44.2

3 ½ 14.48 45.5

4 14.88 46.8

4 ½ 15.29 48

4 ¾ 15.49 48.7

5 ¼ 15.9 50

5 ¾ 16.31 51.2

6 ¼ 16.71 52.5

6 ¾ 17.12 53.8

7 ¼ 17.53 55.1

7 ¾ 17.93 56.3

8 ¼ 18.34 57.6

8 ¾ 18.75 58.9

9 ¼ 19.15 60.2

9 ¾ 19.56 61.4

10 ¼ 19.96 62.7

10 ¾ 20.37 64

11 ¼ 20.78 65.3

11 ¾ 21.18 66.6

12 ¼ 21.59 67.8

12 ½ 21.79 68.5
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